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A V ARIETY SURV~Y AND DESCRIPTIVE KEY OF 
SMALL-GRAINS IN UTAH 
By 
GEORGE STEWART 
Standardization of the varieties of small-grains in Utah is 
highly important. A mixed condition of grain causes both 
direct loss and inconvenience. The loss comes about in two 
principal ways: (1) by the decreased yields resulting from 
mixed grain, and (2) by the lower price paid for each bushel of 
mixed grain. This latter loss is especially noticeable in wheat 
on account of the grading system which penalizes mixed wheat 
by reducing the grade or by barring it from one of the six 
market classes and designating it as "mixed" wheat. The incon-
venience arises from the fact that some varieties ripen ahead 
of others, delayed harvest leaving some to shatter while await-
ing maturity in others, or else taking some so green as to cause 
shrinkage and to make curing of the straw difficult. Not of least 
importance is the fact that less pride is taken in a poor product 
than in a good one. 
It had long been felt that standardization of varieties was 
essential to crop improvement in the state, but there had been 
no serious effort previous to the spring of 1918, when a variety 
survey was undertaken. 
The office of Federal Grain Supervision began the grading of 
wheat in the Utah-Idaho area in August, 1917. The report which 
became available in August 1918 showed that nearly half-44 
per cent, to be exact-of the 1917 crop of Utah and southern 
Idaho had graded "mixed". In addition, 15.3 per cent were 
given lower grades directly on account of admixture and 13.2 
per cent more because of heat damage which is connected in one 
way or another either with green grain or weeds. Such condi-
tions demanded attention. Standardization seemed to be the 
remedy. . The varieties needed cleaning with respect to mixture 
and the low yielders needed replacing with the highest yielding 
types. To permit intelligent procedure a diagnosis was neces-
sary; accordingly, the survey was begun. 
METHODS .OF SURVEY 
During the summers of 1918 and 1919 the author made a 
survey of the Utah grain fields to find out what varieties of 
small-grains were being grown. Wheat, oats, and barley' were 
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studied and the varieties classified in accordance with accepted 
keys. Wheat was classified according to the key of Ball and 
Clarkl which, though unpublished at the time, was kindly 
furnished for the occasion. Etheridge's2 key was used for oats 
and Harl~n's3 for barley. These keys are not entirely applicable 
to Utah grains, but as a whole they were found to be satisfactory. 
From 50 to 300 grain fields in each county were visited per-
sonally, the author being always accompanied by the county 
agent as an advisor. In many of the sections delegations of 
Farm Bureau members accompanied the survey party. 
The survey was necessarily hasty, since it had to be done in 
the interval between the first ripening of grain and its removal 
from the field. This time was lengthened in a few counties by 
collecting grain from ·fence lines and grain stacks. In general, 
however, fields are pastured soon after harvest and .the little 
remnant grain is thereby destroyed so far as classification is 
concerned. Threshing usually begins shortly after harvesting. 
Therefore, in any single locality the season is limited to about 
2 or 3 weeks. Different areas, however, vary widely in the 
time at which the small-grain ripens. In 1919, for example, the 
season of maturity extended from early July in Tooele, Juab, 
and Davis Counties to late August and early September in 
higher areas such as San Juan. Irrigated grain is ' usually 
spring-planted and therefore ripens later than fall-planted dry-
farm grain. In all cases an effort was made to include both the 
irrigated and the dry-farm fields . 
During 1918 the survey included Davis, Salt Lake, Tooele, 
Utah, Juab, Wayne, Sevier, San ~ete, and Cache Counties. A 
part of Boxelder County was also included. During 1919, Juab, . 
Davis, Salt Lake, and Tooele Counties were revisited, and Box- ' 
elder County was completed. The survey was then extended to 
Morgan, Summit, Wasatch, Weber (west side), Millard, Beaver, 
Iron, San Juan, Carbon, and Emery Counties in the order 
named. Uinta and Duchesne Counties were left unsurveyed on 
t he suggest ion of the county agricultural agent who reported 
conditions so unfavorable as to render the survey inadvisable in 
] 919. Of the other counties none are important grain pro-
ducers. 
In nearly all cases the grain was classified in the field. Un-
usual varieties or those difficult to classify were collected and 
grown at the Utah Experiment Station for further study. A 
rather complete collection of oat varieties was made and added 
lPreliminary Classificati on of American W h eat Varieties. 
2Cornell Memoir 10. 
3U. S. Dept. Agr. Bul. 622 . 
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to an already extensive collection being studied with the view 
of improving the key to the varieties of cultivated oats. In 
addition, the prevalent wheat varieties were collected for the 
purpose of comparative tests at the experimental farms in Cache 
and Juab Counties. County agents were also requested to 
secure comparative yields for the varieties common . in their 
respective localities. 
DATA OF THE SURVEY . 
All told, 2876 grain fi~lds were visited. Of these 2024 were 
wheat, 627 oats, and 184 barley. Rye is not widely grown in 
Utah, only 41 fields being encountered in the entire survey. No 
effort was therefore made to classify rye. It is worthy of notice 
that during 1918 and 1919 the "fixed" war price of wheat pre-
vailed. To this the great preponderance of wheat is probably 
due, at least in part, althougp. no oats or barley are grown on 
Utah dry-farms except in San Juan where dry-land oats are 
common. 
Table I shows the number of wheat fields found to be planted 
to each variety. Table II shows the same for oats and barley 
and also the total number of rye fields visited. Twenty-four 
varieties of wheat were found. There was also one field of 
emmer; a few fields of wheat were so' badly lll'ixed as to render 
classification impossible. Most of these "mixed" fields were 
found in Tooele county where the custom of growing a mixtu're 
had prevailed at a previous time. Even there the practice was 
nearly discontinued. 
Although 24 varieties of wheat were found, 60 per cent of 
the fields grew one of the three varieties: Dicklow, Turkey, or 
·New Zealand; another 30 per cent was represented by six other 
varieties: Pacific Bluestem, Marquis, Gold Coin, Kofod, Sevier, 
and Regenerated Defiance. Touse is reported 44 times, but SOITlf. 
difficulty was encountered in classifying this variety which seemed 
to be confused with New Zealand in some areas and with Pacific 
Bluestem in others. In a few cases Pacific Bluestem and New 
Zealand were difficult to separate with certainty. ' 
Of the oats, more than 70 per cent was represented by 
Swedish Select alone and nearly another 20 per cent by Green 
Mountain, Lincoln, and Storm King combined. Nearly all the 
oats are of the light-colored, heavyweight type. Swedish Select 
represented almost the entire crop save in the regions of some-
what high elevation, such as Iron -County (about 6000 feet) 
and San Jua.n County (about 7000 feet). Here the side oat 
variety Green Mountain replaced the Swedish Select, apparently 
t o advantage. 
Table 1. The number of wheat fields by counties in which were found the varieties named. ~ 
(The figures indicate the number of fields visited. (1918 and 1919) 
II COUNTY II 
Variety IIBea-IBox-1 \Car- \Da- / Em-I I IMill-IMor- Salt I San I Sanl Se- ISum-1 I I Wa- I IW e-IITotal 
ver elder Cache bon vis ery Iron Juab l ard I gan LakelJuan lPete lvier l mit ITooelelUtah!satchlWaynelber II . 
Dicklow ---- II I 61 371 221 581 621 4 71 171 56 31 1 3~1 42 1 25 1 4~ 1 1 111 1 68 1 41 19 11 618 Turkey Red 2;1 .85\ 18 114 I 3 ~ 32 481 8 21 2 34
1 
124 41 31 I 
11 
387 
New Zealand I 30 I 8 
21 
29.1 I 29 I I 25 I 21 216 Pacific II 
I 100\ 311 12 81 
I I I I I 
11 
I 
" 
B l uestem II I 
18 \ 11 21 
141 11 I 511 166 Marquis --- - II 31 41 41 / 7/ 81 31 26
1 
1/ 4 61 3 10
1 
10 1 11 II 156 Gold Coin __ I 36 1 41 61 I I I I I I 
31 
II 83 K ofod -------- II 
41 I 
I 11 ~ I 91 6~ 1 I I \ I I I 91 I II 78 OJ Sevier ------ I . I I 68 1 I I · I I II 74 ~ Touse -------- I . 71 I I 21 31 I I I I 61 II 44 ~ Regenerat- II 
\ 
11 
I I I l I 71 I 
I I I c:-;.. ~. ed Defiance 3 2 2 ~ I 19 \ 5\ I 1 \ 711 42 ~ Little Club II 4 101 5 61 5 I 11 30 ~ Sonora ------ II 2 31 ' 2 1 I 
4 
3\ 
\ \ 
. I I I I 21 211 30 ~ Genesee I 
I I I I 
I I I II No Giant ______ 11 I 19 I I I I I I I 11 I 111 21 ~ Droubay ____ I I 19 1 I I 
\ II 19 
~ 
Indian ------ I I I . 9 I 
1\ I 11 . I I I 
10 File (JoneS'11 
I I I I 
I I I II Winter) -- I 5 .2 1 I I I I I I I I 
" 
8 Lofthouse -- I 
3/ 2 I 1 I , i I I I I I' II 5 Odessa ------ II I 31 11 I I I I i I I I I I I I II 4 Polish ________ 11 I I I I· I 11 I I I 11 I i I I I I I 
" 
2 
Ghirka ---- -- I I I 21 I I I . I I I I I 1 I I " 2 Early Baart /1 11 I I I I I I I 11 I II 2 Kubanka ---- I I I I I I I I I I I I II 1 Alaska ------ II I I I I I· I I I I 11 I II '1 Red Wave __ /1 I I I 11 I I I I I 
" 
1 
Emmer ------ I I 31 
1 I I I I I I I II 1 Mixed -------- II I I I I I I 21 18 1 I I II 23 T otaL_ ___ II 32 2441 226 32 136 80 61 146 82 82 77 1 7!) 1 831 138 1 561 185 1 161 , 751 181 3 5 ~ I 2 q 2 4 
Table II. Num ber of oat fields, bar ley fields, and ryr fi elds by counties in 
which are found the varieties named. 
(The figures indicate the number of grain fields) (1918 and 1919) 
Ii " COUNTY . II 
Variety II Bea-/Box- I ICar- IDa-1 Em-I I IMill-/Mor. ::;alt I San I San l Se- ISum-1 I I Wa- I IWe-IITotal 
II vel' elder lCache lbol) Ivis I cry IIron lJuabl ard gan LakelJuaniPete lvierl mit ITooele lUtah lsatch !Waynelber II 
II I I I I I I I I I -_. I I I I I I I I I II 
Oats II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II 
Swedish II . I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II Select.... I 9 401 29 14 15 58 11 15 5 16 23 1 36 1 22 1 34 1 38 1 111 211 411 7 \ 211 447 
II I I I / I / I I I 1 I I I I II 
Green I 1 I I I I I I I I I I I II· Mountain II I 1 I I I 1 32 I I 27 I 1 3 21 · I 64 
II I i I I I I I I I I! I I 1 I I I I II 
Lincoln .... II I .1 31 I I I 1 71 I 3 4! I 21 21 21 31 61 I I 32 
II 1 I ' I I I I I I 1 I I I I I 1 Storm King I 1 2\ 10 I I I I i 11 21 41 2 I 22 
White II I I ' I I I I I I I I I I I Tartar.... I I 11 12 11 I I I I 21 . I II 16 
1/ I / , / I / I I I I I I I I I I Silvermine .. I I 3 I 3 1 I 21 I I I I I I II 8 
II I / I ,1 . 1 I I I I I 1 I I I 1 / I . Kherson.... 1 I I I I I I I I I 41 2 I 6 
Belyak .... .. 1/ I I I I I / I I 4/ I I: I 1j' / 
II • I I I ' I I I I I I I I I Monarch  I 
Selection II I I I I I · - ! 31 I I I I I II 
II I I I I I I 1 I I I I I I I II C. 1. 620 .... II I I 1 I i I 21 I 
II I I I I \ \ I I I I I II Boswell II I I I I ' I i I 
Winter.. .. U I 2 I I I I I I I I I II 
5 
3 
3 
2 
~ 
"'i 
~ 
~. 
CI'1 
~ 
<::: 
~ 
~ 
..... 
;;S 
~ 
c:-t-
~ 
~ 
-::) 
Table II. Number of oat fields, bar ley fields, and 1"ye fields by counties in 
which are found the varieties named. 
(The figures indicate the number of grain fields) (1918 and 1919) 
( Continued) 
Variety IIBea-IBox- I ICar- IDa-1 Em- IMill-IMor- ;jan I ;jan I bani be- ji::;um-I I I Wa- I IWe-II'l'otal 
II vel' lelderlCachel bon Ivis I ery IIron Juab l ard I gan LaKelJuanl.t'etelvler l mIt ITooelel Utahlsatchl Waynelber II 
Black II I I - I ' I I I 1 1 I I 1--1- --- 1- -1 --1 - II 
_ Tartarian II I I 1 ' I I I - I I. I I 11 I \ II 
Ii 1 1 I I I I I I 1 I I 
June .-.--- --.- II I I I 1 I I I I I ( I I I I II 
II \ I I 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I II 
Red 1\ I I I I \ I I I I I I I I I I I I II 
Rustproof II 1 1 I I I 1 I I I I I I I I I II 
- - '/ 1 I I I I 1 I I 1 1 
Sparrowbill II r I I I I I I , 11 I I I I I I I I Ii 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 1 I I I II Mixed ___ eo _e. II I I i I I 61 I I I I 
Wild .-----.. II 11 I 1 1 I 1 1 I I 21 11 21 I I 4 I II 
1 
1 
1 
1 
6 
9 
Total ------ II 91 421 36 1 161 151 811 431 301 51 21 ~l11 0:1 1 21 1 41 1 43 1 291 341 45 1 111 311 62 -/ 
Barley Ii / I I . I I I I I I I I I I \ I II 
Coast ---- --.. /1 2 42 121 24 1 3 4 I 8 41 11 I 41 71 3] 91 _ I 1/ 124 
Club ____ eo_eo. I 11 I I 12 5 / / ! I I I 5 41 I I 27 
Manchuria __ I I I 41 2 _ 11 21 41 I I I I I 13 
Nepal 1\ I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I II (Pearl) ____ 1 I I 2 I '. I I _ 3 11 I I / 61 II 12 
Chevalier -- II I I I I I I I I I 31 21 I 2 I I II . 7 Hulless II I - I I : I ' I I I II 
(purple) __ II I I I r i l l I I \ 1 I I I II 1 
'l'otaL ____ II 31 42 1 181 01 361 11 31 61 01 13 41 51 51 81 111 51- f4 1 41 61 011 184 
Rye -II I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I I I I II 
(Total) ____ II 61 51 I 11 11 I 111 1 1 31 1'- 11 41 71 11 II 41 
(y'l 
OJ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~. 
~ 
~ 
...... 
~ 
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Table III shows the relative frequency of occurrence ex-
pressed in per cent. 
Table III. Percentages of total number of fields of leading 
varieties of small-grains visited in Utah . 
. (1918 and 1919) 
I (Calculated from Tables 1 and 2 ) 
Wheat Oats Barley 
Variety 'IPer cent Variety IPer cent Variety IPer cer. 
Dicklow .----------.-1 30.5 Swedish SelecL I 71.3 Coast --- -------------\ 67.4 Turkey R ed ______ 18 .8 Green Mountain l 10.2 Club __________________ \ 14.7 
-ew Zealand ____ 1 10.7 Lincoln 
----- -- --- --1 5.1 Manchuria ----- ---1 7.1 
Pacific Bluesteml 8.2 Storm King ______ 1 3.5 Nepal ____ ____________ 1 6.6 
Marquis ____________ 1 7.7 White Tartar -- --I 2.6 Chevalier __________ 1 3.8 
Gold Coin __________ 1 4.1 Silvermine ________ 1 1.3 Hulless 
------------1 .6 Kofod 
--------------1 - 3.9 Nine others ____ __ 1 3.8 
Sevier 
--------------1 3 .7 Mixed ___________ _____ / 1.4 
Touse ----------------1 2.2 Wild _____ ___________ 1.0 
R egen erated 1 
\ Defiance __________ 1 2.l . 
Little ClUb .... ... . 1 1.5 
~~~~::e- -- G-i;;~i~ 1.5 1.0 
Twelve others ____ 1 2.7 
Mixed ________________ 1 1.1 
Fig. 1.-The relative frequency of each variety of wheat, expressed in 
per centages of the total nnmber of fields visited. 
t 
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In order t o find out what the farmers thought of the varie-
ties they were growing, 50 operators of irrigated farms in three 
central counties were asked to name their first, second, and 
third choices of wheat varieties. These results appear in Table 
IV. In many cases farmers narned as first choice varieties they 
were not growing. Several were expecting to make the change 
and others said the seed that could be obtained was not clean 
or else that their acreage was too small to justify the change. 
Table IV. Varieties of wheat preferred by 50 farmers on 
irrigated farms in three counties (1918). 
Variety 
First 
Choice II 
II Total 
ISecond l Third II 
11----
II 
Dicklow ....................... ...... ...... .... .. ..... ...... )1 
~~ew Zealand .... .. ......... . :................... ........ II 
26 
18 
1 
2 
1 
2 
I 20 
II 
21 
I 4 II 50 
I 11 II 50 
Pacific Bluestem .. ..... ..... .. .... ..... ....... .. ... ... .. II 3 I 18 II 22 
Marquis .................. ...... ...... ....... .......... .... ... II I 2 I 7 II 11 
I 3 I' 6 II 10 1 4 7 ~~~:~e~~~~~ .. ~~~~~~~ .. ._._._._._._._._._ .. ._._._._._._._._.-._._._._._._._._ .... ._ II 
Total ......... ............. ....... ... .... ........ .. .. ...... .. II 50 I 50 50 II 150 
The varieties of wheat common on irrigated farms were 
Dicklow, New Zealand, Marquis, Bluestem, Regenerated Defiance, 
and Touse; on dry-farm Turkey, Marquis, Kofod, Gold Coin, Pa-
cific Bluestem, and Sonora. Other varieties are not widely grown. 
1If--
-f--
III-
~ ( 
. $A . 
Vartetles o f Oats 
.. 
\ 
4j 
.. .1: 
~ III-l ~I-
.. 
• 
' [I 
. . -------J--~ _ L;_Siwm _.,..."...,_Moiood _ 
_ .- ""'--
The variety here cal1ed 
Sevier is one of the durum 
group, which group was in-
troduced into the United 
States for the regions of 
most severe drouth. It was 
found entirely under irriga-
tion . . on low water-logged 
lands largely in Sevier Coun-
ty. Since this is a new 
variety and since its history 
is at present unknown, it 
Fig. 2.-The relative frequency of has been named from the 
each variety of oats, expressed in county where it was found. 
percentagee. of' the total number of 
fi elds visited. Farmers reported that other 
varieties lodged and rusted, 
whereas this variety lodged but did not rust. They had trouble 
in selling it as millers at first did not care to handle it because 
of difficulty in milling. 
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Another interesting pOInt is that out of 89 fields of Marquis 
visited in 1918, 54 were grown under irrigation. This wheat 
was brought into Utah for a spring ,grain on the dry-farms. It 
was also peculiar that in most cases Marquis wheat, under 
heavy irrigation, was hard and vitreous, whereas nearly all 
heavily irrigated Turkey wheat was filled with yellow berry to 
the ' extent of 75 per cent or more. 
Marquis and Dicklow were accus'ed of shattering. Bearded 
wh'eats, such as Turkey and Sevier, were, objected to because of 
the beards, which in feeding, stick in the mouths of the cattle. 
It may be of interest to note the jumble of varietal names. 
In Davis County Dicklow was known as Dicklow, Australian 
Club, California ' Club, and Club; in Salt Lake County as Ex-
celsi~r, California Club, and Club; fn Utah County as Dicklow 
and California Club; and in 
Sevier County as Club, Cali-
fornia Club, Dicklow Club, 
and Dicklow . New Zealand 
was generally known by its 
true name, but it was found 
in Cache County being 
grown as Bluestem; in Salt 
Lake County as Ninety-Day; 
in Wayne and Juab Counties 
as Touse; and in San Pete as 
Ruby. Pacific Bluestem was 
Fig. 3.-The relative frequency of usually called Bluestem, but 
each variety of barley, expressed in was found in Cache County 
percentages of the total number of called New Zealand ,. in Box-
fields visited. 
elder and Utah, Ninety-day; 
in Tooele, Tous€; and Sonora. Sonora was usually called Red 
Chaff. It occurred as Red Chaff and Sonora in Salt Lake 
County, as Red Fife in Juab, and as Red Russian in Boxelder. 
Kofod has been writ ten "Koffoid" in publications of the 
Utah Station and of the United States Department of Agricul-
ture. Relatives of the man for whom the grain was named were 
found and it was learned that he and all his people write their 
name Kofod. Accordingly, this spelling has been adopted by the 
Utah Station and the word is so written herein. The United 
States Department of Agriculture has been given this informa-
tion and they too have adopted the eorrect form-"Kofod." 
No great attention was given to naming oat or barley varie-
ties. Where good Swedish Select seed had been introduced by 
~~he Farm ,Bureau, it was usually known by its correct name. 
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Otherwise, oats of the open or spreading panicle type were 
known as "tree" oats on account of the somewhat equally bal-
anced branching habit of the heads. Side oats were seldom 
known by any varietal name whatever being called just "side" 
cats or "horsemane" oats. In some areas local names prevailed, 
t ut these were the exception rather than the rule. 
Barley was most frequently known locally.as Six-row, Two-
row, Utah Winter, or Pearl barley acoording as it was of the 
Eix-row, two-row, club, or hooded types. Save for Utah Winter, 
a misnomer for Club barley, no varietal names were found. The 
same prevailed with rye except for "German" rye and "Rus-
sian" rye which names wer'e applied to a well-selected strain 
recently introduced into some sections. Occasionally the term 
"Posen" was heard. These names all seemed to refer to the 
same large-kerneled variety. 
MIXTURES 
Field agriculturists have long urged the grain-growers of 
Utah to -standardize on a few good varieties in order to get rid 
of mixtures. That some poor varieties were being grown was 
common knowledge. That even the best variet ies were badly 
mixed could be seen at a glance in almost any field of grain, 
particularly .of wheat. Farmers were encouraged to get rid of 
these mixtures by the seed-plat method because this was simplest 
1 nder the circumstances. Here and there ~ field was found 
that was sufficiently free from admixtures t o be cleaned by 
rougeing. This also was urged. 
Considerable data concerning the degree of mixing might 
have been secured in the field. This, however, would have de-
tracted 'from the survey by requiring extra time, and -since · it 
could be approximated by an indirect method counts were not 
taken. Here and there careful note was made of the prevailing 
members of mixtures in a field . 
. MARKET CLASSES AND GRADES OF WHEAT 
In August, 1917, the Bureau lof Markets of the United States 
Department of Agriculture established an office of Federal Grain 
Supervision in Salt Lake City and began supervising the inspec-
ting and grading of the grain of Utah and Idaho. The Utah-
Idaho Grain Exchange had a licensed grain inspector who 
reported grades on 1,747 samples of the 1917 crop. The next 
year when grading became more general, there were 4,786 
inspections. The 1919 crop was still being marketed when this 
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'. was written, but between July 15, 1919, and February 15, 1920, 
there were 1,794 inspections reported. . 
When wheat is graded it is examined for mixtures, that is, 
for "wheat of other classes." For convenience, all commercial 
wheats are grouped into six market classes, namely: (1) hard 
red spring, (2) durum, (3) hard red winter, (4) soft red winter, 
(5) common white, and (6) white club. Any variety, if reason-
ably pure, that is, to the extent of 90 per cent or more, is classi-
fied in the proper one 'or these six classes. However, if more 
than 10 per cent of "wheat of other classes" be contained as 
admixtures then, no matter what the predominating wheat, it 
is classified in a seventh class called "mixed" wheat. Table V 
"hows the status in respect to market classes of the wheat in-
spected from August 15, 1917, to February 15, 1920. 
Table V. * Percentages and number of samples of inspected 
wheat falling into each of the 1narket classes. 
(1.917,1918, and 1919 crops) 
I 1917 Crop 1 91~ Crr;p 1919 Crop 
I -------~---- I---~--
" 
,Common Varieties 
Ma r ket , in 
Class I Each Class 
. I 
Ha~~r~e: ......... IMarqUiS ... ....... ...... ... _ 10.3 1 8 0 I 
~~~~~~d ·· · ···· ·· " Sevier .... .......... __ .. ... ... ..... . . ..... I 
20 .8 
12.2 1' 
0.1 I 
Soii~!~r .......... "TurkeY Red ..... ... .. ... .. _ 25 .1 I 437 I 
Winter .. · ... ... · ILofthouse, Odessa, II I 
IJones' Winter Fife .. _ .. .. .. , 0.1 \ 
jClub), New Zealand, , 
Comm on WhiteJDicklow . (California I 
Ifod, Gold Coin, De- I 
5 83 
5 
995 
I 3.4 I /_ .._ .. I 
1
24
.
5 
I 
, 
7 I 1.7 
I 
61 
439 
3 0 
IPacific Bluestem, Ko- 1 
lfiance , Genessee .Gi-
lant, Touse.......... .... ... 19.8 348 I 37 .7 11804 50.4 i 905 
White Club······I Little Club, Sonora : " I 
Mixed ... .. .. .. ..... .. 1 I~~~~~ ... ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~.~: 4~ : ~ 7~~ I 2~:~ 1 1~~~ 1 1~:~ , 3!~ 
TotaL···~··· · ·1 .... ........ .. ......... == .. ~1-------;-:;-'1-=7 -:-c4 7::-7-1 ----+1 4-:-:7::-:::8:-::-6~1:----· 1~1-=7 -=--:-9 4 
*The data in Tables V and IX inclusive are used b y permission of 
F eder a l Grain Supervision, W ashington , D. C. 
In each market class are five regular grades and a "sample" 
grade for any that can not qualify in one of the five regular 
grades. These mixtures may become factors in reducing the 
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grades assigned to the wheat. All told, there are seven factors 
that determine the grade of wheat. Of these seven factors two 
[Ire related to mixtures: (1) wheat of other classes with special 
limits, such as common white wheat in hard red spring, or in 
hard red winter; and (2) wheat of other classes not having 
speciailimits, such as hard red spring in a sample of hard red 
winter, or a sample of white club in common white. 
Dockage also deserves 
mention. Before a sample is 
graded, the wheat is run 
over certain sieves which 
screen out chaff, barley, oats, 
weed seed, finely broken 
grain, dirt, and other foreign 
matter. This is calculated 
and stated in whole per cent, 
fractions being dIsregarded. 
Buyers' then deduct dockage 
from the total weight of 
Fig. 4.-The percentages of the grain marketed. Thus the 
wheat crops of 1917, 1918, and 1919 11 1 thO d k f 
that belonged to each market class. se er oses IS oc age or 
feed besides having to pay 
freight on it. Dockage has no direct influence on the grade. 
Smut, when present even in very small quantities, causes 
grain to be classified as "smutty." It is then counted unfit for 
nrst-class milling purposes and suffers in price proportionately. 
In Table VI are given the percentages of "mixed" wheat, the 
percentage of the remainder graded down on account of the 
presence of wheat of o.ther classes, the percentage of dockage, 
~nd the percentage of smutty wheat in the 1917, 1918, and 1919 
~rops. Dockage, smut, and "mixed" wheat are directly com-
parative, whereas the number of grades determined by mixtures 
is only relatively so. Wheat that could grade No.1 or No.2 
Table VI. Percentages of mixed w heat, of grades influenced, of 
Crop 
i917 .... I 
1918 .... I 
j 919 .. .. I 
dockage, and of smutty wheat in the 1917, 
1918, and 1919 crops. 
(All market classes included for each crop) 
Per cent 
"Mixed" 
Wheat 
44.0 
25 .9 
19.3 
I Per cent of Remainder I Average I Average 
I Graded down because Per cent lPer cent gradp.d of Mixtures I Dockage I Smvtty 
I 49.4 I 1.58 I 5.6 30.0 0.50 I 3.9 13.6 I not given I 2.8 
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on other factors might be reduced. to No.2 or t o No.3 by mix-
tures, whereas if the moisture were high enough or the test 
weight per bushel low enough to set the grade at No.3, whea t 
of other classes would have no influence. 
Table VII. Number of carloads and percentage. of mixed 
wheat in which the market class designated 
was found to predominate. 
( 19 1 7, 1 91 8, and 19 1 9 crops) 
I 1917 Crop I 1 81 8 Crop I 191 9 Cr op 
Market Class No . 1 P er No. 1 Per No. I· P er 
Samples 1 cent Sa m ples 1 cent Samp les l cent 
Hard r ed sp r ing I 174 22.6 1 249 20 .1 I 34 I 9.7 
Durum 
------------- - I 4 0 .5 I 3 0 .2 I I 
Hard r ed w inter __ I 166 21. 6 
\ 
24 0 1 9.4 
\. 
10 6 I 30.6 
~~oft r ed winter __ I 58 7.5 1 7 1.4 1 5 1 4.4 
Common white__ __ I 355 46.3 
I 
643 51. 9 I 1 83 I 52 .9 White club __ __ ._____ 11 1. 5 87 7 .0 I 8 I .. 2.4 
T otaL __ . ___ . ____ . __ I 768 100.0 11 ,239 100.0 I 3 46 I 10 0.0 
\Vith these results as an index it is_ apparent that, though 
8till badly m"ixed, our wheat is rapidly becoming less so. The 
per centage of wheat falling in the "mixed" class was consider-
ably less than half a8 great in the 1919 crop as in the 1917 
,--.......-==------------.. cr op. The same is true as 
Fig. 5.-Percentage of the total 
m a rket wheat that graded "com-
mon w hite", and also the per-
centage of total " mixed" wheat in 
which common white predominated. 
( Crops of 1917, 1918 and 1919.) 
regards grading down due to 
mixtures and also as r egards 
smut ty wheat. 
Table VII shows the per-
centages and the number of 
carloads of mixed wheat in 
which the predon1inating 
mixture 'was of the market 
class designated. In each 
erop about half of the sam-
ples contained commOll white 
wheat as the predominating 
mixture. The next largest 
class is hard red winter. 
Table V shows common 
whit e to represent only 19.8, 37.7, and 50.4 per cent res-
pectively, of the total 1917, 1918, and 1919 crops as opposed t o 
·:]6.3, 51.9, and 52.9 per cent of the mixed wheat, in which com-
mon white was found to be the predominating admixture. From 
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t.his it is clear that the common white was more badly mixed 
t.han were the other classes. 
In Table VIII may be seen the number of samples in which 
mixtures were reported in hard red spring, hard red winter, and 
common white wheats. This table also shows to what classes 
these mixtures belonged. In hard red spring wheat the classes 
lTIOst frequently occurring were hard red winter and common 
white; in hard red winter, the chief offenders were hard red 
spring and common whit e; in common white it is worthy of 
notice that all the other four important classes occurred a large 
number of times. This merely emphasizes the fact that com-
JTIon white is more badly mixed than are the other classes. 
~ince common whit e is grown mostly under irrigation it is ap-
parent that irrigat ion far mers suffer more proportionately t han 
. dry-farmers. 
Table VIII. Number of sa1nples in which the principal classe 
of wheat were found as contaminating mixtures in hard 
red SlJring, hard red winter, and common 
white w heats. 
'. 1 91 8 and 1 919 crops ) 
P r edominating Class 
(' lass fo u nd Hard R ed I Har d Red I Common as a Spring ' Vinte r W hite T otal Mixture 
1 91 8 1 1 919 ] 91 8 1 1n9 191 8 1 1 91 9 
Hard Red Spring __ I I 
1 
1 59
1 
5 0 I 235 I 4 44 8 
Har d R ed 'Win t er I 1 72 
1 
18 44 4 1 30 7 64 
Soft Red Winter . 3 21 39 
I 
26 5 111 439 
Common White. ___ 216 2 7 I 1 62 ' 1 45 450 ' Vhite Club _______ . __ I 11 I 4 21 I 4 2 30 41 311 
-- 40 21 - - 363 I 1 38 286 2 412 TotaL ____ . _____ ____ i I 4 9 11 74 
Table IX shows the average percentages of the variou<:; 
(: lasses occurring as contaminating mixtures in hard red spring, 
hard red winter, and common white wheats. The percentage~ 
fall mostly between 10 and 20 per cent, the variants extending 
beyond these limits being for small numbers of cars. From this 
it is evident that the mixtures still ~how what the wheat is 
intended to be. It probably also indicates th~ disappearance of 
an old mixture which used to be grown purposely. This was 
t1.bout half each of Little Club and Touse. 
The direct monetary losses due to mixtures are two in num· 
Ler: (1) mixtures in quantities greater than 10 per cent where 
it causes the class to be lost, and . (2) mixtures in quantities of 
-from 2 to 10 per cent where it causes grade reduction within the 
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market classes. From Table VII can be seen that in 1918 there 
were 1,239 carloads which lost class and graded as mixed wheat. 
If these cars averaged 1,200 bushels a car (a conservative esti-
:nate) J there were approximately a million and a half bushels of 
wheat in this class. With a reduction of 2 to 5 cents a bushel, 
:.l. ccording to fixed Government price, this amounts to about 
$50,000. To this must . be added the number of bushels still 
holding class but being reduced in grade, that is, where there is 
from 2 to 10 per cent admixture. The l.oss due to this cause 
must be somewhere in the neighborhood of the one cited, for 
grade No. 2 was 3 cents under No.1; No.3, 3 cents under No.2; 
No.4, 4 cents under No.3; and No.5, 4 cents under No.4. 
Now 4,786 carloads marketed in 1918 does not represent more 
than half of the wheat of Utah and southern Idaho. It is ap-
r-arent then that Utah alone suffers a direct loss of a round 
hundred thousand. dollars due t o mixed wheat. 
Table IX. Percentages of the principal classes of wheat p'resent 
as mixtures in hard red spring, hard red winter, and 
commo'n white wheats causing them to be grade mixed. 
(1918 an d 1 919 crops ) 
P redominating Cla ss 
Cla ss found H a rd R ed 
I 
Hard R ed 
I 
Common 
a s a Spring Winte r White Mixture 
191 8 I 1 919 191 8 I 1919 1918 I 1919 
Hard Red spring----------------I 
14_3. I 12.3 
I 
17.4 
I 
14.4 
I 
16 .5 
Hard Red Winter __ _____ _______ __ 15.5 17.5 18.9 
Soft Red Winter ___________ _____ 24 .0 17.0 17.1 17.2 
Common White ______ __ ____ _____ _ I 13.4 10 .2 I 18.1 I 17.6 I I "'~hite Club ________________________ I 1 3. 2 I 7 .2 I 15.2 I 13.0 I 18.5 I 18.0 
But the direct loss is only part of the story. Frequently 
Pacific Bluestem, Touse, Kof1()d, Gold Coin, and Defiance occur 
in fields of Dicl\low and New Zealand, the two most common 
varieties of irrigated wheat. ' These are all common white 
wheats and would not therefore affect the market grading. 
Since some one (or two) of these varieties must be a better 
yielder than the others, the farmer suffers in his ,yield. More-
over, the time of ripening varies considerably. Let us assume 
that the grain is cut at the medium stage of maturity. The 
over-ripe varieties will s4atter, whereas the immature kernels 
of the late varieties will shrink. In the shock and stack the 
risk of heat damage is much increased by green straw in. any 
considerable quantities. Extra labor is also required to handle 
the green straw. 
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Whichever way the farmer turns in handling mixed grain, he . 
encounters loss, sometimes great, sometimes small, but alway~ 
enormous in the total. Yet these losses are easily preventable 
~nd almost entirely so. 
Only three simple precautions are necessary to overcome this 
appalling condition: 
(1) Absolutely clean seed may be secured by picking mature 
heads known to be true to type or by pulling out of a small 
area all except the variety desired. 
(2) This grain should be threshed separately by hand if thE-
quantity selected is small and planted on ground free fronl 
volunteer grain and not freshly manured. 
(3) When harvested, the seed plat is threshed separately, 
the first bushel of grain to come from the thresher being 
discarded . 
. This process is as effective as it is simple. Possibly its 
great simplicity has prevented its wide use; possibly there was 
no great incentive until the grading of market wheat became 
common. At any rate here it is: a simple and inexpensive 
remedy for the enormously wasteful condition of mixtnr~s ;n 
the graIn. 
. KEY TO V AiuETIES 
The varieties of wheat, oats, and barley can be placed in 
comparatively simple keys. These keys would not do. for great 
collections of varieties, but they are simple and workable for 
the varieties that occur in Utah. In come cases characters of 
mh:or botanical importance are given greater r~Jnk than more 
important ones. Tilis is not serious so long as confined to small 
groups, · and in this case, it materially simplifies the keys. 
KEY TO WHEAT VARIETIES OF UTAH 
I. Common wheat 
A. Heads bearded 
B. Kernels hard and flinty 
C. Chaff and beards white; kernels red; winter wheat 
-Turkey Red 
BB. Kernels soft to semi-hard 
C. Chaff and beards bronze, kernels white and soft; 
winter wheat-Genesee Giant 
CC. Chaff and beards white; kernels white, large, and 
semi-hard; spring wheat-Early Baart 
AA. Heads not b~arded 
B. Kernels red, hard, and flinty 
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C. Kernels small and short; spring wheat-Marquis 
CC. Kernels long; winter grain-GhiTka 
BB. Kernels white and soft to semi-hard 
C. Chaff free from velvet-like hairs 
D. Chaff white ' to yellowish-white 
E. Heads clubbed at top or throughout 
19 
F. Heads long, clubbed only at top, moderately 
compact; spring grain-Dicklow 
FF. Heads short and extremely compact 
throughout (a true club wheat); spring 
grain-Little Club 
EE. Heads not clubbed at all 
F. Kernels short, semi-hard; head somewhat 
open and easily shattered; spring grain-
R egene1'ated Defiance 
FF. Kernels moderately long or longer with 
spikelets moderately compact 
G. Grain late; kernels medium-sized; sprin.g 
grain-Pacific Bluestem 
GG. Grain late, 4 to 10 days later than 
Dicklow 
H. Kernels medium-sized, usually soft and 
starchy; spring grain-Touse 
HH. Kernels large, frequently semi-hard; 
spring grain-New Zealand 
FFF. Kernels medium-sized; spikelets far 
apart; wint er grain-Droubay 
DD. Chaff yellowish to reddish 
E. Chaff yellow with slight brown to heavy brown 
markings; soft winter grain-Kofod 
EE. Chaff reddish to bronze 
F. Some heads clubbed at top, easily shattered; 
winter grain-Gold Coin 
CC. Chaff covered with velvet-like hair and awn·· 
pointed; heads square; kernels short 
plump, also very soft and starchy 
and very 
D. Chaff reddish; spring or winter grain-Sonora 
DD. Chaff white or yellowish white; spring grain-
Indian 
BBB. Kernels red but soft and starchy; winter grain 
C. Chaff free from velvet-like hairs; heads long and 
slender, tapering at top 
D. Chaff white-Lofthouse 
DD. Chaff reddish-Odessa 
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CC. Chaff white and covered with velvet-like hairs; 
heads long, open, frequently nodding-Jones' Win· 
ter Fife 
II. Grain does not thresh from chaff; chaff and beards black; 
winter grain-Black Winter EmmeT 
III. Chaff and beards tough, bronze; head compact; kernels 
white and extremely hard; a durum wheat; spring 
grain-Sevier 
IV. Heads extremely large and rough; weakly bearded 
Chaff 11/2 to 3 times as long as grain; kernels unusu-
ally l·ang and extremely hard; heads long and f re-
quently nodding-Polish 
V. Heads branched; kernels soft ; spring grain-A laska 
KEY TO OAT VARIETIES OF UTAH 
I. Side oat s-heads appressed wit h kernels falling on one side 
A. Lower branches of head issuing from a normal node 
B. Kernels white to yellowish-white 
C. Kernels very short with kernels not falling all on 
one side-Sparrow bill 
CC. Kernels average length; head strictly one-sided 
D. Larger kernel awned-Green Mountain 
DD. Larger kernel not awned-White Tartar 
BB. Kernels dark brown to reddish-Black Tartar1:an 
AA. Lower branches of head issuing from a knee-like head 
in the straw; kernels of average length and white t o 
yellowish-white 
B. No hairs at base of kernel-:-Storm King 
BB. Hairs at base of kernel-Tartar King 
II. Usual spreading panicle (head); lower branches of head 
issuing from normal node (joint) with diaphragIIl 
A. Kernels white to yellowish-white 
B. Kernels of average length, plump and heavy 
C. Awns borne on larger kernels ' 
D. Awns 'heavy, twisted, and dark at base-Swerf-
ish Select 
DD. Awns light, only slightly twisted, and not 
dark at base-Lincoln 
DDD. Awns heavy, with knee-like bend, and dark 
at base-C. I. 620 
CC. Awns wanting on larger kernels-Belyak 
BB. Kernefs long and slender (white), yet heavy and 
fairly plump-Silvermine 
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AA. Kernels distinctly yellowish; head small; matures 
early-KheTson 
AAA. Kernels dark brown to reddish 
B. Kernels brown, awned; winter oats-Boswell Winter 
BB. Kernels brown, awned; spring oats-M onaTch 
Selection 
BBB. Kernels reddish; cluster of long hairs at base of 
kernels; both kernels bearing heavy, bent awns-
R eel Rust1J?'ooj 
KEY TO BARLEY VARIETIES OF UTAH 
I. Head with 6 rows of kernels 
A. Heads bearded 
B. Heads short, compact, erect-Coast 
BB. Head long, lax, partly nodding-Manch~ftTia . 
BBB. Head short, very compact (clubbed) -Club 
AA. Heads not bearded-Nepal 
II. Heads with two rows of kernels-Chevalie1' 
DESCRIPTION OF COMMON VARIETIES 
The muddle of varietal names needs clearing up. In different 
sections- sometimes even in the same township-one variety 
was found bearing as many as three different names. In an-
other village not far away a different variety might be bearing 
one or more of the same names. The local name of a variety is 
no index whatever as to its correct name. 
Manifestly, standardization is difficult if not impo'ssible under 
such condit ions. It is believed that the first step toward suc-
cessful standardization of varieties is to learn and apply uni-
~ormly the correct varietal names. In order to facilitate this 
Inatter, brief descriptions of the common varieties are here given. 
WHEAT 
Wheat, particularly, is mixed both as to variety and as to 
name. This is especially true of irrigated wheats, the dry-farm 
gTains being both purer as to variety and better known by their 
proper names. For convenience, they are described according 
to their frequency of occurrence as reported in Table III. 
Dicklow is usually but incorrectly called California Club or 
simply Club. In Salt Lake County it is commonly known as 
Excelsior. Australian Club, Big Club, Dicklow Club, and Italian 
Club are applied to it in various parts of the state. It is not a 
dub wheat at all, but about one-third or one-half of the heads 
are either square and thick or form a club-like cluster at the 
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top. The heads are long and only mod.erat ely compact, whereas 
true clubs are short and extremely compact. 
Fig. 6.-Heads of three wheat varieties: A, Dicklow; B , Little 
. Club; C, Marquis. 
The chaff is free from hair and of that light-yellowish color 
called whIte when chaff or straw of wheat is referred to. The 
grain itself is also white (light-yellowish), rather sojt and 
... t archy, and the kernels usually long, though there are a fe~ 
short kernels in th e tips of the club-like heads. The straw is of 
medium length and covered with whitish blue subst ance some-
lhing similar in appearance to the blume on certain plums . This 
gives the straw, leaves, and head a light greenish color before 
maturing begins. 
Dicklow is a good wheat for the farmer to grow on irrigated 
land but is a poor one on the dry-farm. In many sections it 
~eems the best irrigated variety to grow, though actual experi-
mental tests are lacking. It is a spring-sown grain of medium 
late maturity. As the straw is comparatively short, lodging 
does not cause great t rouble. When thoroughly ripe, however, 
t he grain shatters easily and suffers loss "in handling. This 
variety should therefore be cut just · before it is thoroughly 
mature. 
Turke1! R ed is a winter-planted wheat of drouth-resistant 
and cold-resistant qualities. The straw is usually short, 
thoug-h under favorable conditions, especially where it is irri-
gated as it frequently is on new irrigation projects, it may reach 
a good height. It st~nds erect, permitting successful heading 
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of exceedingly dwarfish grain. The head which is heavily 
bearded becon1es very light-colored at maturity. The kernels 
are long and red, and hard and vitreous (flinty) in texture ex-
eept when grown on neglect ed or wet land, under which condi-
tion spots of light color and soft texture become common. This 
condition, known as "yellow berry" , detracts from the milling 
quality of the grain but not from its value for seed, f or the 
condition is not inherited. 
Turkey wheat does not shatter readily. This 'permits it to 
stand until thoroughly mature and even longer without great 
loss in binding, heading, or hauling. This is a great asset on 
large dry-farms where two or three weeks are required for 
harvesting. It is the favorite milling wheat of the state. It has 
/ i i 
. i \ : ' / !i . 
'{PI' 
also been consist ently the 
b2St yielding dry-farm wheat 
at the Nephi subst~tion. It 
is therefore recommended 
for fall sowing on Ut ah dry-
farms. 
New Z ealancl is an irri-
gated spring-planted wheat. 
U has tall, slender straw, 
and consequent ly lodges eas-
ily. Its straw, leaves, and 
Fig. 7.- H eads of Turkey Red wheat. head are of a dark green 
color before ripening begins, 
and at maturity of a so~newhat dirty but light yellow color. The 
heads are usually long with a few sh or t beards (about 3/ .,L inch) 
on the t ips of some of the heads. It is late in n1aturing, f our 
or ten days lat er than Dicklow, which is medium. 
The grain its2lf is large-kerneled and light-colored. If the 
weather and soil ar e favorable, the grain becomes hard and 
somewhat amber -colored, of course not as hard nor as dark as 
Turkey Red, but enough so as to cause the disappearance of t he 
soft starch on the int erior of t he k 2rnel. It frequently grades 
hard white, whereas it passes must er only as sof t white when 
heavily irrigated or i unfavorable seasons. The chaff is rather 
hard and clings tightly to the grain. Shattering is therefore 
uncommon with New Zealand wheat . 
New Zsaland has yielded as well as Dicklow on the College 
Farm at Logan. It is a favorite in Beaver and Iron CJunties and 
is also widely grown in Cach e, Salt Lake, Sanpete, Sevier, and 
Utah Counties. 
Pacific Bluest em resembles New Zealand considerably. How-
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ever, has smaller kernels which shell out more readily at 
maturity and do not usually get hard, though under favorable 
conditions it may grade hard white. This variety is usually a 
spring-sown dry-farm wheat but is irrigated in some sections. 
In a few areas it is fall-planted. 
Particularly in Boxelder County, Pacific Bluestem is much 
grown as a spring dry-land wheat. This is unfortunate, for · 
when a long period of years is considered, fall-planting on the 
dry-farm is considerably mOJ;'e profitable. Pacific Bluestem is 
competing with Turkey Red on the dry-farms and with Dicklow 
and Ne\ T Zealand on the irrigated farms, and at a disadvantage 
in both cases. It is gradually being replaced. 
Fig. 8.-Heads of four wheat varieties: A, Sonora, B, New 
Zealand; C, Gold Coin; D, Kofod. 
Mar'quis is an early-maturing, spring-planted wheat. The 
grain is red, short-kerneled, and hard. The heads are beardless 
and sOlnewhat open . The chaff is smooth and white. It was 
brought to Utah as a spring wheat for the dry-farm, but it is 
frequently irrigated. In certain areas it is commonly grown on 
sugar-beet land because of its short straw which enables it to 
stand up well. It matures fully several days ahead of ·Dicklow 
and from 10 to 20 ahead of New Zealand. 
Millers count it about equal to Turkey Red as a milling wheat. 
Its besetting handicap is the ease with which it shatters on 
nl:lturity. Great care in handling is necessary to avoid loss on 
the dry-farm. Marquis and Pacific Bluestem are probably our 
1Jest spring wheats on dryland, but unless absolutely unavoid-
?ble spring wheat should not be grown on the dry-farm because 
winter wheats pay much better. 
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Gold Coin is red-chaffed winter wheat. The grain is of a 
1ight yellow color, long-kerneled, and soft and starchy. The 
chaff is dark bronze in color (bricky red). The heads are long 
and locse except about one-fourth to one-half of them which are 
clubbed at the top. However, it is not a club wheat. In northerrl 
Utah it is counted a heavy yielder on the dry-farm. The great 
loss due t o shattering is causing it to be replaced, though therf; 
1. s till considerable grown in Cache and Boxelder Counties and 
adjacent par t s of Idaho, where some farmers think it outyieldR 
Turkey. Though definit e t ests are unavailable, the Station feel" 
Turkey Red to be SUlJerior even in Cache County. 
Kofod is a soft winter, dry-farm wheat much grown in the 
vicinity of Nephi. The heads are long and tapering, free from 
beards and usually slightly nodding in po,sition. The chaff is 
marked wit h brown spots or streaks varying from mere traces 
oJ brown on t he light -yellow to reddish-yellow background to 
rat her heavily bronzed chaff. The color of these markings is 
brown instead of t he red of Gold Coin. The chaff is free from 
hair. 
The grain also varies from a uniform deep red to white. 
Here is the only variety which might cause the grain to grade 
mixed in t he market classes .even when no other variety is 
present. However , t he ordinary commercial strains contain only 
a small percentage of t he r eddish kernels. The chaff of t he 
commonly grown strain is yellow with a few st reaky markings 
of bronze. 
Some livestock men prefer Kofod straw to that of Turkey 
for f eed because it ha no beards. Many dry-far mers of Juab 
Valley maintain that it out-
yields Turkey Red, but ex-
perimental results at N ep}j 
show Turkey to be slightly 
bet t er, and. sume years Tur · 
key Red has brought a 
slightly higher price. Turkey 
Red is a better yielder on the 
dry -farm at Nephi and in 
ot her parts of the state 
where tested. 
F ig, 9.- Heads of SeVIer wheat 
( d urum group). Sevier was named from having been found first, at 
least in any quantity, in Sevier County, Ut ah, where it first caUl(> 
t o at tent ion in 1918 during this survey, It is a durum, or maca-
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roni. wheat but one previously unknown to the Cereal Office of t he 
Department of Agriculture. It has been grown for twenty or 
thirty years in Sevier County. It is mixed, there being about 
5 per cent of the heads with hairy chaff. 
The head is short , bearded, and compact but not clubbed . 
. The chaff is heavy and firm and of a rusty bronze color. The 
kernels are very long and extremely hard. They are light 
amber in color except when too much moisture causes soft 
starchy spots, or yellow berry, to appear. Kernels heavily 
~potted, however, produced uniformly hard and flinty kernels 
when grown under dry-farm conditions, or even under moderate 
lrrigation. The straw is slender but tough. . 
Being a durum, it is somewhat rust-r~sistant. Most durums 
are also somewhat drouth-resistant; this one, however, has 
found it s greatest present adaptation on rather heavy wet land. 
It is now being test ed as a dry-farm wheat where it seems to 
be doing fairly well. It, however, is a spring wheat and cannot 
~herefore replace Turkey Red. 
Touse is a tall, irrigated spring wheat that was formerly 
much grown in Utah mainly: as a mixture with Lit tle Club, but 
it has now nearly disappeared. It lodges badly, is late, and 
probably has poor milling qualities. It resembles New Zealand 
wheat rather closely except that it has small kernels whereas 
New Zealand has large ones. 
R egenerated Defiance is a white spring wheat, irrigated i.'1 
most sections but counted one of the best spring dryland wheats 
in San Juan County. The kernels ar~ white and short-about 
like Marquis in size-and become hard under favorable condi-
tions, grading hard white. Like Dicklow and Marquis it shat-
t ers badly and therefore needs to be cut just before complete 
maturity. The chaff is smooth, white, and free from hair. The 
head is moderately long, a trifle broad, with somewhat open 
spaces between the spikelets. 
Little Club is a shor t-strawed, spring-sown wheat. Being a 
true club, the head is extremely compact and short. It' is slight~y 
indented at the top. The kernels are small and plump with . a 
prominent germ.. This variety was formerly much grown in 
Utah in the Club-and-Touse mixture, but it has n~arly disap-
peared. The grain is of mediocre milling qualities. It is usually 
~rrigated, entirely so a generation ago when it was more widely 
grown. 
Sonora was once rather widely grown on Utah dry-farms 
under the name of Red Chaff. It may be planted in either fall 
or spring. The straw is short and therefore seldom lodges; the 
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neads are reddish-brown and square but not at all clubbed. The 
chaff is sharp-pointed and heavily covered with hair. The grain 
is short, very plump, and heavy in weight but extremely soft 
and of poor milling quality. In certain areas it is used for 
manufactured breakfast foods. The heads shatter easily, but 
this is partly offset by the fact that it nearly always fills well, 
~). quality which permits it to be grown where moisture is 
uncertain. 
Indian resembles Sonora exactly in appearance except that 
the chaff is white. It is sometimes called White Sonora. It was 
found only in Morgan County, in a section where high water 
was available for early irrigation but later water was scarce. 
Farmers thought it out yielded Sonora. Turkey Red planted in 
the fall and irrigated once would probably give a higher yield. 
Genesee Giant is a bearded whit~ winter wheat with a com-
pact head. The chaff and beards are reddish brown. The grain 
is soft and white. It is confined almost entirely to Davis County 
where it is grown under irrigation, usually in sections where 
water is scarce. Although no comparatiye yields are available, 
most farmers in the section, at least those who have plenty of 
water, think it inferior to Dicklow. Where only high water is 
nvailable for grain, some growers maintain that Genesee Giant 
is better. 
Droubay is a white winter wheat that was much grown in 
To.oele Valley a number of years ago. The heads are open and 
small; the chaff is dirty yellow in color. It has now nearly dis-
appeared, being replaced by Turkey Red. 
Jones' Winter Fife is a beardless soft red winter wheaL 
The h~ads are long, open, and frequently nodding. The chaff is 
heavily covered with hair. 
Lofthouse is a tall, beardless, white-chaffed, long-headed, 
soft red winter wheat. It was formerly much grown in north-
ern Utah but is rapidly disappearing. 
Odessa is also a tall, beardless, long-headed, soft red winter 
wheat. It, however, has red chaff. It was once widely grown 
but has nearly disappeared since the advent , of Turkey Red. 
Early Baart is a new bearded wheat of some prospect. It 
resembles Turkey Red in general appearance but is a white 
spring wheat. The kernels are large and when grown under 
favorable conditions grade hard white. It is probably the best 
spring wheat in the Columbia River basin, of Oregon and Wash-
ington, but is too new in Utah to have been thoroughly tested. 
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OATS 
North and central Utah is almost standardized to the Swed-
ish Select variety of oats. A few higher valleys grow side oats. 
This is notably true of San Juan County and of Parowan and 
Marsh Valleys in Iron County. 
Sw edish S elect oats are large and white. The head is 
medium-sized and about evenly branched on the two sides. The 
branches are usually short and slightly ascending. The kernels 
are moderately long but plump and without any excess of hull. 
If any hairs are found on the base of the 
. kernel, they are very small and few in num-
ber. Three-kerneled spikelets are rather 
frequent in 'favorable seasons and on good 
soils. The large kernel bears a rather heavy 
awn, the lower half of which is distinctly 
t wisted and dark-colored. 
(;'1'een Mountain oats have awns on the 
larger kernel. They resemble Swedish 
S8lect in color and size, but they are side 
oats. This variety normally matures about 
a week later than the Swedish Select. 
Lincoln oats closely resemble. Swedish 
Select. The only visible difference is in the 
awn which is much lighter in color, much 
more slender, and less distinctly twisted. 
Three-kerneled spikelets are· also much less 
f requent. 
S torm, King oats are side oats, but they 
differ rather evident ly from Green Moun-
Fig. lO.-Heads of tain. The straw is rather coarse and just 
Swedish: Selec~ oats below the head has a distinct knee-like' bend (spreadmg pamcle). . in the rachIs (the central stem of the 
head). Storm King is a trifle later in maturing than Swedis~1 
Select. Wind, hail, or heavy rain may break the straw below 
the heads allowing them to hang down. . 
Wh~~te Tartar oats seem to differ from Green Mountain in 
only one respect: the kernels do not bear awns. 
Silvermine oats resemble Swedish Select except that the 
kernels are longer and more slender. The awns are less twisted 
and not so dark-colored. 
B elyak oats are identical with the Swedish Select and Lin-
coln varieties save that they have almost no awns. 
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Fig. l1.-Heads of two varieties of side oats: A, Green Mountain; 
B, Storm King. Note the knee'-like bend and heavy straw 
of Storm King. 
BARLEY 
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Barley is also nearly standardized in Utah, at least on the 
irrigated farms. About two-thirds of our entire crop, which is 
normally much larger than the survey indicates, is of the 
Coast variety. During 1917, 1918, and 1919 "war" wheat re-
placed considerable areas of barley and. oats. This may be a 
permanent replacen1ent, but it is probably only temporary as 
feed crops are much needed in the intermountain section. 
Ccast barley is a white-kerneled, stiff-headed, heavily-
bearded variety of six-row spring barley. The head is rather 
short and distinctly erect . It may be broken from the plant 
and shaken rather vignrously without bending the mature head. 
Manchuria resembles Coast barley except that the heads art; 
longer and more lax. If broken from the plant and shaken the 
mature heads bend easily, and rock back and forth. It is a few 
days later in maturing than the Coast variety. 
Club barley is mostly, but not entir:ely, grown on the dry-
farms. It is short-strawed, early, and has a decidedly shortened 
eompact head. Each of the six rows stands out distinctly. The 
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grain and beards are so light-yellowish in color as to be almost 
white. This variety is popularly known as Utah Winter, though 
it has no right to the name, not being developed nor even most 
\videly grown here. 
Nepal (Pearl) barley is one of the six-row type in which the 
bEards are replaced by a sort of hood or rude hat-like modifica-
tion of the chaff' at the upper extremity of the grain. It oc-
curred principally in Wayne County where the stockmen disliked 
the beards of the ordinary types for feeding. When the animals 
"te the s traw the beards sometimes lodged in the cheeks, throat, 
or under the tongue, particularly of the young animals. The 
beardless Nepal variety lacked this objection. No tests of com-
parative yields are reported. 
Chevalier is the only two-row barley common in Utah. The 
head is narrow and somewhat nodding. The kernels are white 
to very light blue; they are also hulled and bearded. 
CAMP ARATIVE YIELDS 
There is great need of definite information as to the best 
varieties of the small-grains for Utah. Just n"ow results from 
a thorough test would be invaluable, but we have none such ex-
cept of a few dry.,.farm varieties. Accordingly, a number of the 
most common varieties of spring wheat were grown at Logan 
in 1918. Since the row method has been proved to be most 
accurate, it was used. Varieties were replicated from 15 to 30 
times with the results shown in Table x. 
Table X. Yield of the most common varieties of irrigated 
spring -wheat grown at Logan. 
(One-year test- 1919) 
I " I No. of Yield I Probable 
Va riety Isource of Seed Replica- per I Error 
tions Acre I (bushels) 
.~~--~---T~~~~~~~ Sevie r ..... ...... . ............ .... .. I Sevier County I 30 40.1 I 1.228* 
D~cklow .............................. I Sevie.r Cou.nty I 30 35.9 I 1.591 
DlCklow ......... . ...... ... ... ... ..... I NephI Station I 15 35.9 I 1.246 
New Zealand ..... .......... ....... I Sevier County 30 35 .1 I 1.302 
Little Club ............ . ..... .. .... I Nephi Station 15 33.2 1.324 
Pacific Bluestem ......... .. ..... I Nephi Station I 30 30.1 I 0.836 
Regenerated Defiance ...... I Nephi Station I 30 26.5 I 1.081 
Marquis ... ....... .... .... ....... .... . I Nephi Station I 30 21.6 "I 0.686 
*Size of error likely to occur due to nature of the experiment. It is 
ca lled "probable error." In single plat t ests it is likely to be map y 
bushels. 
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It should be borne in mind that yields for one year are often 
misleading even when repeated many times. The above results 
are not strictly dependable both on account of covering only 
~)ne year and also on account of the varieties' being somewhat 
mixed. It seemed that the strain of Sevier wheat used was much 
purer than the strains of Dicklow or New Zealand. This, how-
ever, has been corrected, and in a few years results that are 
really comparative will be available. Cooperative tests should 
also be conducted in all the important valleys. 
Dry-farm varieties have been tested rather thoroughly at 
the Nephi Sub-station with the results shown in Table XI. 
Replications were not numerous, but the number of years during 
which the tests were conducted makes them reliable. 
Table XI.* A verage acre-yields of dry-farm wheat varieties at 
Nephi, Utah, grown in single plats f rom 1908 to 1916 
and in double or triplicate plats thereafter. 
(1908 to 1919 incl1tsive) 
I Spring I I I Yield per 
Variety 
II 
or IC.I. No./Yea r s Tes ted l Acre 
Winter I I (bushels) 
Wheat I I I I 
Turkey Red 
-- --- ------ - I Winter I 2998 I 16 I 21. 5 Kofod _________ _____ . ___ ____ 
I Winter I 2997 I 16 I 16.6 Gold Coin ---- -- --_ .... -- - -Winter I 2996 ) 13 I 16.2 Odessa ---... ... _- ... -- ---... -_ .. .. _- Winter I 3274 I 13 I 16.1 J"TIarly Baart ___ _____ ____ I Spring I 1697 4 I 12.7 
Marquis 
------- ------- ---- I Spring I 415 8 I 5 I 8.7 P acific Bluestem ______ I Spring I I 
4 I -8 .4 
Little Club _____ ___ ______ I Spring I 40 66 4 I 8.3 
Barley I ! I I .i3ulga rian ---- ---_ .. ...... _- I W inter I 521 ! 6 33.6 
Tennessee -_ ..... _-------- I Winter I 257 I 6 ! 27 .3 
Ciub 
--- --------- -- -_ .. _-- ---- I Winter I 592 I 6 I 26.0 
'Vhite Smyrna __ __ _____ _ I Spring I -19 5 I I 17.9 
Coast 
-- -------- --- --------- I Spring I 690 I 5 I 16.6 
*Ut a h Station Bulletin No_ 17 5. 
A number of years ago some varietal tests were made in 
Logan. The results are given in Table XII. They were not 
replicated properly and the varieties were somewhat mixed. 
They are, however, valuable in so far as they give some indica-
tion of the comparative yield of the varieties. 
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Table XII. * Average acre-yields of irrigated varieties of 
wheat at Logan grown in single plats 
(Between 1896 and 1910). 
I Winter I I Yield per 
Variety 
II 
or INo. Years T ested l Acre 
Spring , I (bushels) 
Turkey H.ed .. ..... ..... ______ I Winter I,. 7 I 35.9 Sonora 
-_ .. _- ------- -- ----------- j ¥linter 8 I 30.2 
Kofod 
---- ----- -- --------- ------ I Winter I 
6 I 30.2 
New Zea land ... . .. ...... .... I Spring 10 I 27.3 
'White Club ... . __ . ... ... ______ . I Spring I 9 I 33.9 
*Utah Station Bulletin No. 1 31. 
The county farm bureaus were invited· through the county 
':tgricultural agents to cooperate in their respective valleys. Only 
a few were able to respond. The results are shown in the fol-
lowing tables: 
Table XIII. Yields obtained from commercial fields of 
four varieties of irrigated spring w heat in 
Sevier County (1919). 
Variety INa. of Tests lAverage Acres Grown\ 
I I 
I 11 I 7.0 I 
I 10 , 6.3 I 
Dick low __ __ __ __________ . ____ __ . 
Sevier ____ __ ____ ____________ ___ . 
I 4 I 5.5 I 2 10 .3 I 
New Zealan d ______ __ __ ______ __ 
Regenerated Defiance __ __ 
Yield per 
Acre 
(bushels ) 
36.6 
34.1 
32.9 
38.0 
Table XIV. Yields obtained from commercial fields of 
three varieties of dry-farm wheat in 
Boxelder County (1919). 
I 
Winter No . Average Yield per 
Variety or Spring of No. of Acres Acre 
I Grain Tests Grown (bushels) 
Turkey Red __ .: __ I Winter 16 132.8 13 .2 
Gold Coin __ ____ . I Winter 6 127.0 11.9 
Pacific Bluestem I Spring 5 23.0 5.1 
Wasatch County Farm Bureau conducted a yield test on 
Swedish Select and Storm King oat varieties. These were 
111anned tests with a small area of each variety grown beside one 
of the other in three of the six cases reported. Table XV shows 
! he results for these two irrigated varieties 
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Table XV. Comparative yields of two varieties of 
irrigated oats in Wasatch County (1919) . 
Variety I I . . I INa. of Tests Average Acres Grown l 
I I 
::;wedish S~lecL ________ ______ I 6 I 1.54 I 
~torm King ____ ____ ___ . ________ I 3 I .43 I 
Yield per 
Acre 
(bushels) 
60 .7 
50.2 
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San Juan County Farm Bureau tested spring wheat and oats 
in seed plats. Turkey Red · is also included to show the relative 
yield fr·om fall-sown wheat. 
Table XVI. Yields obtained from three varieties of 
wheat and two of oats, all dry-fa1om , 
San Juan County (1919). 
I 
'Winter No. 
II 
Average Yield per 
Variety ·or Spring of Acres Acre 
I Grain Tests I Grown (bushels) 
. ',Vheat I I Marquis ___ _______ I Spring 3 I 4 17 .5 Reg. Defiance __ I Spring 3 I .4 19.5 Turkey Red ____ I "'Tinter Several I 50 ( fi e lds) 27.0 
Oats I I 
Swedish Select I Spring 2 I 4 23.0 
Green Mountain l Spring 2 I 4 24 .5 
It is well to emphasize that one-year tests are not necessar-
ily reliable. They may be used as indicators, h owever, until 
enough . time elapses for more accurate data to be secured. 
SUMMARY 
The varieties of small-grains commonly grown in Utah are 
badly mixed. These mixtures are causing great losses to the 
farmers of the state both directly and indirectly. The direct 
losses due to lower prices f,or the market wheat amount to ap-
proximately one hundred thousand dollars annually. 
In addition to this there is an indirect and unmeasurable 
loss caused by low yields due to there being some poor varieties 
in the mixtures. A further loss not commonly counted is caused 
by the great variation in the dates of maturity of the different 
varieties. Some ripen ten days ahead of the ordinary strains 
~:nd others ten days later, involving shattering in the first case 
and shrunken grain and green straw in the second-both ' the 
(ause of heavy losses. 
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As a preliminary step in overcoming the losses caused by the 
mixed condition of the grain, a varietal survey of the small-
grains was undertaken. The fields were visited personally by 
: he author and the true variety named and tabulated. Where 
obtainable the local name was als<) noted. These data showed a 
great confusion of variety names., Accordingly, a campaign ' 
was put under way in order to clear up the muddle of names. 
This is necessary in order to make varietal tests either accurate 
or reliable, without which standardization is not likely to be 
accomplished. 
The survey data are supplemented with results of wheat 
grading obtained from the Federal Grain Supervision. These 
data bear out the conclusions of the survey as to the necessity 
of purifying the varieties. They also show that irrigated wheat 
is mixed in a greater degree than is dry-farm wheat. The 
rnarket class, common white wheat, was found to be mixed 
worst of all. However, there was a rapid improvement from 
1917 to 1919. 
Thorough yield tests have been begun at the experimental 
farm at Logan. There are already good tests of dry-farm wheats 
at the Nephi substation. Three county farm bureaus were able 
to eooperate in 1919. It is hoped that many others will be able 
to do so during the next few years. 
A key to the common varieties is given together with a brief 
Jescription of the most important ones. 
Standardization is progressing but needs all help possible. 
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